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Inspirational read!! It really is an inspiring tale, that delivers valuable information, assets, and
hope. Each time I read Diane's story I can't help but admire the honesty and natural details she
provides of her life with mental illness. She gives desire to those struggling from and those who
love anyone suffering from mental illness. A person should be committed to changes in lifestyle,
therapy, and most of most living a existence of honesty with their partner. That she's arrived at
the place she is today, is a story of perseverance, effort and faith. This reserve also discusses
another remarkably important topic that needs more awareness and modification - the unfair
and dangerous discrimination that people with these medical conditions face. Diane show a
true strength of dedication and demonstrates that it's possible to lead a happy and effective
life regardless of mental illness. I must say i admire her courage and honesty in telling her story.
She gives hope that it is possible to arrive at a more peaceful place. Anyone coping with
mental disease knows the difficult struggles involved every day, sometimes each hour. Reading
how Diane coped time and again with relapses and managed to arrive at a place of stability
gives encouragement that joy and contentment are possible. Diane can be an amazing
individual with power of purpose who's truly inspirational. It's choppy in sections, but drive thru
it. Medication by itself isn't the answer. It had been riveting. I especially appreciated the
information about dual-medical diagnosis and what happens when a extremely intelligent
person is suffering from a mental illness. I am sharing the book with my husband, because he is
usually the one living with a mentally ill person. Explore your own exclusive spirituality and
discover what encourages you. Each step, it does get better. Be totally honest with yourself
and your doctors. Helped me to help expand understand why suffering. Me! I would recommend
this to anyone who wants to learn about mental illness generally or who just really wants to feel
influenced! We only get to see a portion of the actual, through our very own biases of
upbringing etc. In what of Chardin, "accept the panic of feeling yourself in suspense and
incomplete" as you work toward a healthier existence. I was motivated by Diane's courage to
thrive despite all she experienced. Don't end until you obtain the help you need. Highly
Recommended Read I highly recommend scanning this book. It is an exceptionally captivating
tale, and the publication is hard to place down. It is an open and honest account about
determining, diagnosing, battling, and coping with mental disease and addiction, and also
about helping someone you care about to accomplish the same. Outstanding, candid,
realistic, and hopeful book about loving someone with mental illness!! Dealing with her own
illness and coming through to the other part is incredible enough however she also lives with
and enjoys her hubby and his diagnoses. Wow! Take time to read this book! Diane Mintz is
experienced with living with mental illness herself, and with a spouse who also has mental illness.
I know her as she is mixed up in NAMI program in Sacramento. She has turned her insight into a
positive message, helpful to people experiencing the illness of a family member or oneself. The
publication is well worth reading, and provided me strength when I was living with a family
member with the early onset of mental illness. This is a unique tale that discusses mental illness
and addiction both from the within out (the author's struggles), and from the outside in (the
author helping her husband along with his struggles). A must read! I really enjoyed reading this
book! The writer was candid about her encounters, but was able to deliver a feeling of desire
to the reader. My own experience having been in a relationship with a bipolar for 3 years
offers been one where nearly every publication I read was harmful. There were so many
wonderful insights about mental disease and how we can approach it. The writer explains how
dealing with mental illness and bipolar is actually multifaceted. I especially appreciated the
information about dual-medical diagnosis and what happens when a extremely intelligent

person is experiencing I read this reserve in a single day! Her journey with dual diagnosis had
to be frustrating beyond belief. We all have baggage in a few form or another, but it's how we
deal with it that matters. I appreciate what sort of author wants to share her message of wish
and happiness! I would recommend this book to all companions of a mentally ill person and
those experiencing mental illness themselves! Hope for Families with Mental Illness Once We
finished this book, I ordered copies for each of my siblings. The most crucial point I learned is
that frequently people who have mental health need help from others to navigate the medical
program and get the analysis and care they need. We "hope" the individual gets better, and
don't know what to accomplish for them. Highly recommend. Diane gives us hope that mental
illness is treatable and nothing at all to be ashamed of. important read This book gives an
important insight to what it's like living with mental illness. Points ordinary people (or those of us
with different mental illnesses) can't possibly comprehend by simply observing people around
us. Hear this message Awesome insight from somebody who suffers with addictions and bipolar
challenges. Thank you for your story! You will be better for it. Love it! Great great great
publication! Diane supplied insight and wisdom for us on the difficulties of diagnosis, and the
frustrating procedure for treatment. Extremely well written and incredibly captivating. Many
thanks for sharing the most personal factors of your life to be able to bring awareness to the
world about mental illnesses. Recommend. Although I have already been studying mental illness
for a long time, I still discovered a lot from this book. So transparent and genuine. Essential
read for anyone in employed in this field. An encouraging and uplifting examine for family. I got
the privilege of conference this author, she actually is as genuine as her publication. Diane's
transparency can be an amazing and brave gift. Find the appropriate sponsor/mentor for you,
even though you don't think you possess an addiction and a mental illness. Just as it is said in
Al-Anon - no scenario is actually hopeless - Diane and her family members are living proof.
Quick and helpful read I enjoyed this reserve because I am seeking to be more encouraging
and empathetic in my own marriage. Diane has terms of wisdom from both perspectives - a
person who directly understands the struggles with mental disease and in addition as the
partner of 1 with mental illness. I recommend this book for anyone who suffers with mental
disease or loves a relative or friend who's challenged by this disease.! I found this book to be
exceedingly believed provoking and compelling, and immensely useful in bringing mental
disease out of the closet and in shedding the existing shame that lots of people affected with
one of these disorders suffer. I enjoyed reading this reserve! It beautifully tells two amazing
stories of people living with mental disease. "Grace and circumstances functioning on your own
great will" will shape you into a healthier person with time. Perhaps it is because I'm the sort of
person to visit a glass as full, sometimes actually if there's only a few drops of water that I have
already been able to like my bipolar partner. Thanks a lot for opening our eye and having the
ability to help those we like. I too live with a mental disease and was so delighted to learn a
book that produced me feel great about myself. Authentic and Genuine- Need to READ What
an amazing story!Such amazing information. Remember that no one has the entire view of
reality. So inspiring and insightful!
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